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A cure or control cannot happen without research. One of the major functions of Cystic Fibrosis
Canada is to fund leading research in cystic fibrosis (CF) taking place in Canada. This document
outlines more information about how we decide what to fund, the general areas of research funded,
and finally, the specific studies we are funding this year.

Every year, Cystic Fibrosis Canada holds a grant competition, encouraging applications from
researchers across the country doing work important to CF. Leading applications are identified and
moved forward through a rigorous peer review process. Studies that are funded are typically
supported over the course of a three year term.

CF is a complicated disease that affects multiple systems in the body; therefore, many areas of
research are being investigated simultaneously in the scientific community to address different
aspects of the disease. We fund research across multiple areas of CF, including: lung infections (the
largest growing area of research), quality of life, CFTR proteins, lung inflammation, CF-related
diabetes and gene therapy.
To learn more about each area of research that we fund, and why it matters, see below.

In people with CF, the CFTR gene, which is responsible for CF, makes CFTR proteins that are
defective. Normally, these proteins function as chloride channels in cells, allowing chloride ions to
move in and out. When these proteins do not work properly, it causes thick, sticky mucus to build up
in the lungs and other parts of the body, making it difficult to breathe and digest food. CFTR protein
research involves studying the structure and function of CFTR proteins with the aim of restoring
their function, so that chloride ions will be able to move freely in and out of the cell, preventing the
build-up of thick, sticky mucus.

There are numerous interventions currently available to people with CF. Current therapies research
invests in these interventions and examines ways to improve them. It may involve investigating why
some patients respond better than others to specific drugs, or examining ways to minimize drug
side-effects.
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CF is caused by mutation of the CFTR gene. Gene therapy research aims to fix the CFTR gene that is
responsible for CF, thereby solving the root cause of the disease.

Cell membrane channel research looks at the CFTR protein as well as other membrane channels to
potentially target them instead of CFTR to partially address the underlying defect in CF, instead of
merely treating symptoms of the disease. Targeting cell membrane channels is an exciting approach
because it would benefit all people with CF, regardless of type of genetic mutation.

People with CF have chronic lung infections that flare up from time to time, causing lung tissue
damage, which is a leading cause of illness and death in people with CF. Research in infections helps
scientists to understand how bacteria and mold in the lungs work and develop better treatments.

People with CF have chronic infections in their lungs, as well as lung infection flare-ups, which
increase inflammation. Lung inflammation damages lung tissue and leads to degeneration over
time, and can result in the need for a lung transplant. Inflammation research studies the body’s
inflammatory response, and investigates ways to reduce lung inflammation in people with CF,
improving lung health.

The CFTR gene is not the only gene that matters in CF. Modifier genes are genes that influence the
expression of another gene. For example, a person might have one gene that determines their hair
colour (red), but another gene that affects the shade of that colour (lighter or darker red). Modifier
genes can play a significant role in determining the severity of CF, so developing a better
understanding of modifier genes can help researchers and clinicians to predict the severity of a
person’s symptoms, and may be useful over the long-run in personalizing medicine.
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Cystic Fibrosis Canada is focused on finding a cure or control for CF, but we also support research
aimed at improving the lives of people living with CF today. CF is a degenerative condition that can
be difficult and time consuming to manage, negatively impacting a person’s health-related quality of
life. Quality of life research investigates ways to help people with CF live more comfortably, with
higher overall levels of health and wellbeing.

Canada is a leading country in CF research and clinical care. Cystic Fibrosis Canada awards funding
to recent medical school and doctoral graduates, as well as to masters and doctoral students, who
are pursuing research in CF. The aim is to attract and retain promising researchers in the field,
paving the way for future advances.

Working with others in the CF community to advance knowledge and treatment by matching funds
with partner organizations and institutes, and assembling teams of CF experts to lead novel
research programs moves the field forward.

Cystic Fibrosis Canada is funding a total of 52 studies involving 53 lead researchers at a total of over
$5.1 million for 2016-2017. The lead researcher, funding period and amount, keywords and a brief
summary of each study can be found below. For more information on any particular study, or if you
have questions about our research programs, please contact Joanna Valsamis, Director of Research
Programs at jvalsamis@cysticfibrosis.ca or 416-485-9149 ext. 230.
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Permanent correction of CF lung
disease via site-specific insertion
of a human CFTR gene
expression cassette into the
genome of the airway epithelial
progenitor cells
2015-2018; $338,308
University of Toronto, Toronto

The Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane Conductance Regulator
(CFTR) gene is the gene implicated in cystic fibrosis. This gene
makes the CFTR protein, which acts as a channel (or gateway)
into and out of cells. CFTR proteins are found in cells that
make mucus, sweat, saliva, tears, and digestive enzymes, and
they are needed to maintain the health of internal organs
such, lung, pancreas and intestine. In people with CF, the CFTR
gene does not produce normal CFTR proteins. If doctors
could fix the CFTR gene so that it worked properly, the
development of CF could be prevented. Targeting the genes
responsible for diseases has worked with other illnesses. Dr.
Hu’s team has found a way to deliver the normal CFTR gene to
the lungs of mice and pig models of CF. While some forms of
gene therapy insert genes randomly into cells, this poses a
risk for cancer; however, researchers are increasingly finding
ways to insert genes in specific sites. Dr. Hu’s team aims to
combine site-specific gene integration with their gene
delivery system to permanently correct the function of the
CFTR gene in the lungs of people with CF.
Did you know? Treating a disease by trying to fix the gene(s)
responsible is called gene therapy. In CF, gene therapy
targets the CFTR gene, which is a way of treating the source of
the problem. To learn more about gene therapy, and for an
interactive tool, “Is Cystic Fibrosis a good target for gene
therapy?”, click here.
Did you know? Normal human cells each have 23 pairs of
chromosomes. The gene responsible for causing cystic
fibrosis is found on chromosome 7.
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Tissue remodelling and the
immune response in obliterative
bronchiolitis
after
lung
transplantation
2015-2018; $358,966
Toronto General Hospital,
Toronto

Lung transplants can be life-saving for people with advanced
cystic fibrosis. However, recipients face many obstacles, as
both early and late lung rejection lead to scarring of the lung,
ultimately limiting long-term survival. Dr. Keshavjee’s team is
focusing on two important proteins involved in the immune
response of lung transplant recipients. They will attempt to
reduce rejection through inhibiting one of the proteins
involved in this immune response using a new drug. They will
also aim to reduce chronic rejection using a gene therapy
technique that repairs donor lungs prior to transplantation, in
combination with the new drug therapy. Combined, they
hope these two therapies will provide a new approach to
prevent and treat early and late lung failure after lung
transplantation. They will also study the levels of immune
response proteins in lung transplant patients to see if these
proteins are associated with early rejection and whether they
can predict late rejection before it happens.
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Nuclease-based gene therapy
for permanent correction of CF
lung disease
2015-2017; $155,703
University of Guelph, Guelph

Dr. Wootton’s team is working on gene therapy, which could
functionally cure CF. They are working on finding ways to
permanently insert a therapeutic gene, such as the normal
CFTR gene, into a specific location in DNA. They plan to test
their gene therapy methods in cell cultures in the lab, as well
as in CF mice. They hope that these studies will provide
important evidence for further development of their platform
for permanent correction of lung-related genetic diseases,
such as CF.
Did you know? Although CF affects multiple organs, the
primary cause of morbidity and mortality is cystic fibrosisrelated lung disease.
Did you know? Due to its recessive nature (i.e., requiring two
copies of the defective gene), and easy accessibility of the
lungs to inhaled gene therapy agents, CF is an excellent
candidate for gene replacement therapy.
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Understanding the regulation of
mucin release and rheology in
cystic fibrosis

2016-2019; $213,231
University of Montreal,
Montreal

CF causes thick, sticky mucus to form in the lungs and other
organs; however, why this happens is not well understood.
This study is looking at how CFTR, the dysfunctional protein in
CF, regulates mucus properties, and what goes wrong in
people with CF. Dr. Grygorczyk’s team is using a new highly
sensitive microscopy technique to examine mucus release in
human CF and non-CF lung cells, and intestinal cells from CF
and non-CF mice. Their hope is to provide new insights, on
the microscopic level, into how defective CFTR leads to
abnormal mucus secretion in CF. This could help to develop
new drugs, which would be relevant for all CF individuals,
regardless of their specific CFTR gene mutation and at all
stages of disease.
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Understanding how a new class
of
potentiators
works
to
increase the activity of the CFTR
protein
2014-2017; $176,364
Dalhousie University, Halifax

Drugs that act directly on defective CFTR proteins to help
them work better are called potentiators. One potentiator is
currently being used to treat people with CF; however, it
would be more effective if it were combined with other
potentiators that acted in different ways. Dr. Linsdell’s team
has identified a new group of potentiators that act on the
outside of the CFTR protein. In their current research, they
are attempting to figure out exactly how these drugs work.
They put normal and mutant forms of CFTR into cells grown
in the lab, and then study the function of individual CFTR
molecules in great detail. They believe that drugs acting on
the outside part of CFTR can increase its activity in several
ways, and they are working to separate these ways, and find
substances that can stimulate each of them. They are also
figuring out the structure of the outer part of CFTR that
interacts with these drugs, which is essential to design new
drugs that will help CFTR proteins to work better.
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Understanding the architecture
of misfolded proteins to design
structure-based therapies
2016-2019; $293,646
McGill University, Montreal

Dr. Lukacs’s team is studying the structure of CFTR proteins,
the dysfunctional proteins in CF, and how this structure is
affected by different CF gene mutations, especially the most
common mutation, F508del-CFTR, but also less common
mutations. Through looking at CFTR protein structure, they
may be able to identify “hot-spots” or regions of CFTR that are
prone to cause destabilization of the whole protein. Drugs
can then be developed to target these regions to stop them
from destabilizing.
A second part of Dr. Lukacs’s team’s study focuses on
molecules that can help to restabilize damaged CFTR
proteins. They will experiment to find molecules that can
stabilize CFTR protein channels, and alleviate CF disease.
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Evaluating the neuropeptide VIP
as a therapy to correct F508delCFTR
2014-2017; $313,164
Dalhousie University, Halifax

Cystic fibrosis results when mutations in the CFTR gene cause
the production of defective CFTR proteins. Dr. Chappe’s team
seeks to understand the processes that contribute to the
production of dysfunctional CFTR proteins. They are
particularly
interested
in
the
neuropeptide
VIP
(neuropeptides are small protein-like molecules). Dr.
Chappe’s team have found a new way that VIP controls CFTR,
and they also found that treating CF cells with VIP repairs
dysfunctional CFTR proteins that have a particular type of
mutation, delF508-CFTR. In their current work, Dr. Chappe’s
team aims to examine the use of VIP to treat CF by studying
how VIP corrects delF508-CFTR proteins. They will use cells
from the lab and nasal cells extracted from CF patients to do
this work, and they will also test VIP as a treatment in animals
at different stages of disease progression. They will examine
VIP treatment’s ability to restore CFTR function, reduce tissue
damage, and slow disease progression.
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Repair of CFTR defects caused
by cystic fibrosis processing
mutations
2015-2018; $289,610
University of Toronto, Toronto

One of the most common mutations in cystic fibrosis is
del508, which happens when the CFTR protein is missing one
of its building blocks, the amino acid phenylalanine, at spot
508 (i.e., it is deleted). When the CFTR protein is missing that
particular piece, it changes shape and does not work
properly. Fixing this mistake in the protein would prevent CF.
Drugs are available that have fixed this type of mistake in
other proteins (i.e., proteins that were missing one of their
pieces). These drugs do this by binding directly to one part of
the protein, acting like glue to bring different parts of the
protein together so that they fit together properly. Dr.
Clarke’s team aims to find out if this technique can be used to
repair del508-CFTR. If they are successful in this research,
they will be able to make a drug that people with del508-CFTR
could take every day to repair CFTR proteins and control CF.
Did you know? Del508-CFTR is the most common type of
mutation in CF, affecting approximately 90% of people with
cystic fibrosis.
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Understanding the make-up of
the CFTR protein for better drug
design
2014-2017; $324,549
The Hospital for Sick Children,
Toronto

CF is caused by mutations in the CFTR gene, which lead to the
production of defective CFTR proteins. CFTR proteins are
large, normally containing 1,480 amino acid building blocks.
They act as channels across the cell membrane, which are
thought to be essential for fluid transport and maintaining
proper salt balance in the body.
In people with CF, if even one of the 1,480 building blocks of
the protein is missing or mutated, it gives rise to the disease.
While loss of the building block phenylalanine at spot 508
(DelF508-CFTR) is the most commonly identified mutation,
hundreds of other CF-causing mutations have been found.
Scientists still do not understand how and why these
mutations cause such a lethal disease as CF. Dr. Deber’s team
aims to simplify the complex CFTR protein, and to analyze the
structures and properties of parts of the protein, specifically,
those that form the membrane-spanning channel. They will
compare the normal CFTR protein with the dysfunctional
CFTR protein in order to identify key structural features of the
protein, and ultimately help to design drugs to treat CF.
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Studying the regulatory (R)
region of the CFTR protein and
its role in controlling ion balance
in the cell
2016-2019; $373,782
The Hospital for Sick Children,
Toronto

Dr. Forman-Kay’s team is studying the structure of CFTR
proteins, which act as chloride channels, allowing chloride
and other ions to pass in and out of the cell. CFTR proteins
are dysfunctional in CF. Understanding more about the
structure of CFTR proteins will enable the development of
drugs for CF that restore CFTR’s function.
Specifically, Dr. Forman-Kay’s team is interested in studying a
region of the CFTR protein called the regulatory (R) region,
which has a flexible structure and plays an important role in
controlling ion balance in the cell. Their study is investigating
how the R region of CFTR protein binds to other parts of CFTR
and other proteins that influence CFTR function and CF
disease. Dr. Forman-Kay’s team will build structural models of
CFTR with data about the R region, so that this complex
protein can be pictured. They will focus on interactions of the
R region of CFTR that are affected by the most common CFcausing mutation, F508del. This work will facilitate drug
development for CF aimed at targeting the R region for
controlling the balance of ions in the cell.
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Kinase inhibitors as correctors
of F508del-CFTR
2015-2018; $372,015
The Hospital for Sick Children,
Toronto

One of the most common mutations in cystic fibrosis is
delF508, which happens when the CFTR protein is missing
one of its building blocks, the amino acid phenylalanine, at
spot 508. The del508-CFTR proteins are trapped inside the
cell and cannot get to where they need to be, the cell
membrane, where they would function as a chloride channel,
allowing chloride ions to move in and out of the cell. Dr.
Rotin’s team have found several drugs that can rescue the
trapped delF508-CFTR proteins, including in lung cells from
people with CF, and in CF mouse models. Some of these
drugs are already in use, or being tested in clinical trials for
the treatment of other diseases, which means they may be
much closer to use with CF patients. Now, Dr. Rotin’s team is
studying how these drugs work in cells and animal models of
CF and CF patients’ samples. This work is an important step
towards the development of new drugs for the treatment of
CF.
Did you know? Drugs that rescue CFTR proteins trapped
inside the cell, enabling them to get to the cell membrane are
called correctors.
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Defining
the
molecular
interactions and mapping the
binding sites of CFTR "corrector"
and "potentiator" drugs
2016-2019; $292,161
Simon Fraser University,
Burnaby
2016 Robbie Awardee

Dr. Young’s team is studying how two popular CFTR
correcting drugs work: Ivacaftor (KALYDECO®) and
Lumacaftor (Lumacaftor combined with Ivacaftor is
ORKAMBI®). Once they better understand how Ivacaftor and
Lumacaftor work, they will be able to identify other drugs that
could work better to correct the dysfunctional CFTR proteins
in CF.
Ivacaftor and Lumacaftor offer new hope for CF patients, but
we do not really know how they work at a molecular level. If
we did know, we could use the knowledge to improve them
and make better drugs that could benefit more people. Dr.
Young’s team will make close copies of the drugs that have
special tags on them that are activated by light. These drug
copies will be added to cells from people with CF and
exposed to UV light, which will cause them to stick to (tag) the
protein molecules in the cells that are the targets of the drugs
Ivacaftor and Lumacaftor. Dr. Young’s team will then be able
identify the tagged proteins and break them down to show
where the drug copies are attached. This will enable them to
make computer models of the protein and drug bound
together. These computer models will then be used to test
millions of potential drugs to predict which of them could
bind to the protein. The best potential drugs will be tested in
cells to see if the prediction is correct and then used to
develop new and improved drugs.
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Evaluating the use of previouslyapproved non-antibiotic drugs in
combination
with
existing
antibiotics to target CF infections
2014-2017; $264,546
McMaster University, Hamilton

A new branch of science known as systems biology is bringing
into question approaches that use one drug to target one
problem; in contrast, drug combinations are thought to have
considerable potential treatment benefits. In this context,
using combinations of existing drugs can have some unique
advantages: (1) drugs developed for one treatment are
sometimes found to be useful to address other problems as
well; (2) previously approved drugs tend to be better
understood, as there has been more time to study how they
work and learn about their side-effects; (3) systematically
combining existing drugs expands their diversity, facilitating
the discovery of new effective combinations.
Dr. Brown’s team will search for previously approved nonantibiotic drugs that could be used in combination with
existing antibiotics to block the growth of CF pathogens. They
will focus on Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Burkholderia cepacia
complex and Staphylococcus aureus, since these are all
important CF pathogens implicated in chronic lung infections
that have shown antibiotic resistance.
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Characterizing the antibiotic
persistence
mechanisms
of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa
2016-2018; $196,680
Dalhousie University, Halifax
Marsha Morton Early Career
Investigator Award

Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacterial lung infections are the
leading cause of illness and death in people with CF.
Pseudomonas bacteria tend to persist in the lungs of people
with CF because they develop antibiotic resistance. Dr.
Cheng’s team aims to learn more about how Pseudomonas
develops resistance to antibiotics. Their work will lead to the
identification of drugs that can kill resistant Pseudomonas
bacteria and can be used together with antibiotics to wipe out
Pseudomonas bacterial infections in people with CF.
Did you know? Chronic Pseudomonas infections also cause
lung inflammation in people with CF, so the findings of this
study may also lead to new strategies for addressing the
terrible inflammation in the lungs of people with CF that
eventually leads many of them to require lung transplants.
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Personalized microbiology in
cystic
fibrosis
pulmonary
exacerbations: Assessing the
pulmonary microbiota as a
predictor of treatment response
2016-2018; $166,977
University Health Network,
Toronto
Early Career Investigator Award

Chronic lung infection flare-ups are a major cause of
illness and death in people with CF. These flare-ups are
treated with antibiotics, but not all people respond
completely. It is unclear why some people respond to
treatment, while others don’t respond; however, one
possible explanation is that bacteria in the lungs of
people who respond are different from bacteria in the
lungs of people who don’t respond.
Dr. Coburn’s team is comparing bacteria in the lungs of
people who respond to treatment with bacteria in the
lungs of people who don’t, in order to determine if
there are certain bacterial characteristics associated
with treatment failure or success. To do this, they will
use cutting-edge DNA sequencing tools that allow them
to learn more about bacteria in the lungs of people with
CF. Their ultimate goal is to use this information about
lung bacteria to personalize therapy for lung infection
flare-ups to ensure that the right patients get the right
treatments.
Did you know? Using DNA sequencing technology to
personalize diagnosis in CF is a new, cutting-edge area
of medical diagnostics and could greatly improve CF
care.
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Understanding
antibioticresistance and developing new
therapies against P. aeruginosa
2016-2019; $272,412
The University of British
Columbia, Vancouver

Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacterial lung infections are
common in people with CF. These infections are often
chronic, lasting for many years, and are linked with
deteriorating lung function. Pseudomonas is difficult to treat
because it develops antibiotic resistance. Dr. Hancock’s team
is studying how Pseudomonas develops antibiotic resistance,
such as by examining how bacteria move and swim about,
and how they form biofilms, which are communities of
bacteria that stick together and attach to a surface, forming a
slime layer that makes them difficult to kill. They will do this
by continuing their work from past studies using mutant
libraries (collections of bacteria with specific mutations) to
search for bacterial mutations that block antibiotic resistance.
In addition, Dr. Hancock’s team is looking at how molecules
and fluids of CF individuals could influence the development
of Pseudomonas antibiotic resistance to enable better
prediction of which patients will respond well to antibiotic
treatment. They will compare bacterial changes that they
note in bacteria in the lab with bacterial changes observed in
CF patients with acute and chronic lung infections. Finally,
they will investigate how new drugs that they have identified
work in people with chronic Pseudomonas lung infections.
Did you know? Over their lifetime, everyone with CF will
become infected with Pseudomonas at some point.
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Role of bicarbonate and mucus
in airway innate immunity
2015-2018; $350,068
McGill University, Montreal

The accumulation of thick, sticky mucus, especially in the
lungs, is a problem for people with CF, causing them to have
difficulty breathing. Inhaling bicarbonate, a component of
baking soda, is thought to help with mucus release in the
lungs. However, the effect of high concentrations of
bicarbonate on airway mucus and cells is not well
understood. Dr. Hanrahan’s team will study both the
antibiotic effect of bicarbonate (i.e., its ability to kill bacteria),
and the ability of bicarbonate to remove mucus from the
lungs. Cells will be retrieved during lung transplants and
grown in the lab, so that they closely resemble lung cells in
the body. The information gained from this study will directly
relate to clinical trials of inhaled bicarbonate for CF.
Did you know? Mucus in the lungs of people with CF
contributes to infection and chronic inflammation.
Did you know? Mucus accumulates in many CF tissues, such
as the lungs, pancreas and intestines.
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Testing
whether
mucus
secretion is a normal airway
response to bacteria in the CF
pig
2014-2017; $222,327
University of Saskatchewan,
Saskatoon

Evidence shows that defects in mucus secretion play an
important role in CF lung disease. Mucus and antimicrobial
factors help to keep the lungs healthy, but in people with CF,
the glands that secrete mucus and antimicrobial factors do
not work properly. It is thought that CF lung disease may
result from an abnormal response by mucus-secreting glands
to the inhalation of bacteria, resulting in reduced delivery of
mucus and antimicrobial factors in the lungs. However,
whether inhaling bacteria normally triggers mucus secretion
and whether this response is abnormal in CF has never been
tested. Dr. Ianowski’s team aims to test whether inhaling
bacteria triggers mucus secretion in normal and CF pigs,
using a new method they developed to measure mucus
secretion in isolated windpipes and living animals. Their early
findings show that when Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria
are present in the windpipe of healthy pigs, it stimulates
CFTR-dependent mucus secretion. This work could lead to
treatments aimed at improving mucus secretion in response
to bacteria in the lungs of people with CF, in order to slow the
progression of the disease.
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Understanding biofilm-specific
antibiotic resistance to develop
more effective therapies against
bacterial infections
2013-2017; $332,767
University of Ottawa, Ottawa

Biofilms are communities of bacteria that stick together
attached to a surface. Biofilms have characteristics that are
different from individual, free-floating bacterial cells, which
make them more resistant to antibiotics. They secrete a slime
layer that can act as a barrier to antibiotics; however, in most
cases the antibiotics do reach the bacteria in the biofilm.
Biofilms are very difficult to treat, and Dr. Mah’s team is
working to figure out why.
Little is known about how biofilm cells acquire increased
resistance to antibiotics. Dr. Mah’s team has identified 6
genes that contribute to biofilm antibiotic resistance, and
they have evidence that the expression of these 6 genes
(whether they are turned ‘on’ or ‘off’) is controlled by a master
regulatory mechanism (i.e., a master switch of some kind). In
their current work, Dr. Mah’s team aims to understand how
this master switch works. They believe that if they understand
how the master switch works, they can find a way to block it.
Did you know? Up to 70% of all human bacterial infections in
more developed countries are caused by biofilms.
Did you know? In addition to causing chronic lung infections,
biofilms are also involved in recurring urinary tract infections,
and contamination of medical implants, such as pacemakers,
artificial hips, and catheters.
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Development of a combination
therapy
for
MRSA
and
Pseudomonas
aeruginosa
in
cystic fibrosis
2015-2018; $287,480
University of Sherbrooke,
Sherbrooke

Staphylococcus aureus (SA) and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PA)
are the two most common types of bacteria found in the
lungs of people with CF. PA is often treated with an inhaled
antibiotic called tobramycin; however, an antibiotic-resistant
form of SA (MRSA) can remain in the lungs of people with CF,
negatively impacting their health. If people are infected by PA
and MRSA at the same time, they tend to have worse health
outcomes. If MRSA remains in the lungs over time, it may
influence the formation of another type of bacteria that
remain hidden in the lungs, called Small Colony Variants
(SCVs). Dr. Malouin’s team recently discovered a natural
product called tomatidine, which kills SCVs and also helps
tobramycin to work better, killing more MRSA. They are
aiming to develop a combination therapy, including
tomatidine and tobramycin, to prevent the growth of all three
types of bacteria, MRSA, SCVs and PA, in the lungs of people
with CF. They are working to develop the best possible
version of tomatidine to further improve the function of
antibiotics and that will also be tolerable for people to use.
They will test their work in both cells in the lab and animals.
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Finding small molecules that
manipulate the genetics of P.
aeruginosa to make it sensitive
to antibiotics
2014-2017; $284,125
University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg

The safest and most effective group of antibiotics are the
beta-lactams, which have proven useful in treating CF lung
infections; however, bacteria, including Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, are becoming increasingly resistant to these
drugs. Many bacteria fight beta-lactam antibiotics by
producing an enzyme called AmpC beta-lactamase, which
breaks down the antibiotic. Pseudomonas bacteria produce
large amounts of AmpC, so that beta-lactams are quickly
destroyed by the microbe. There is a need to understand how
Pseudomonas bacteria produce AmpC and to develop ways
to stop AmpC from being produced when beta-lactam
antibiotics are given. Dr. Mark’s team has shown that AmpC
production depends on three proteins in Pseudomonas
bacteria, and that exposure to beta-lactams prompts these
proteins to produce AmpC, which destroys the antibiotic and
allows the bacteria to survive. In their current work, Dr.
Mark’s team is studying how these proteins work and then
applying this knowledge to develop drugs that block the
function of these proteins, stopping AmpC production,
enabling beta-lactam antibiotics to do their job.
Did you know? Words ending in ‘ase’ are enzymes. Enzymes
are substances that break down/destroy proteins.

In addition to Cystic Fibrosis Canada funding, Dr. Mark is the
recipient of a Research Manitoba Partnership Program
Grant in the amount of $65,000. The grant runs from
October 1, 2015 for a one year period.
The Research Manitoba Partnership Program Grant is
administered by the Research Manitoba Research Advisory
Committee, as part of a bridging program to support highly
ranked Canadian Institute of Health Research (CIHR) grant
applications that narrowly miss CIHR funding cut-offs. Dr.
th
Mark’s CIHR application ranked 9
out of 44 in the
competition; however, funding is only awarded to the top 7
grants.
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This funding will enable Dr. Mark to extend his Cystic Fibrosis
Canada-funded research in the area of beta-lactam resistant
bacteria, and to investigate additional drug development
possibilities to block this resistance.
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Developing novel, target-specific
therapeutics for the treatment
of Burkholderia cepacia complex
infections
2016-2019; $268,098
The University of British
Columbia, Vancouver

CF patients suffer from frequent bacterial infections, which
cause lung damage, leading to premature death. The
Burkholderia cepacia complex (Bcc) is a group of bacteria that
cause among the most harmful infections in people with CF.
They also spread from one CF patient to another through
social contact, requiring people with CF to remain isolated
from each other. Bcc bacteria are resistant to most
antibiotics, which makes them difficult to treat.
Dr. Murphy’s team is working towards the long-term goal of
developing the first Bcc-specific antibiotic treatment for
people with CF that would cure Bcc infections. This would
extend the lives of people with CF and end the need for longterm isolation of people with CF from each other. Dr.
Murphy’s team is doing this by finding ways to, 1) stop the
bacteria from binding to antibiotics and destroying them, and
2) stop the bacteria from producing a sugar that they need to
survive.
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A
neglected
pathogen:
Understanding the role of
Enterobacteriaceae
in
cystic
fibrosis lung disease

E. coli bacteria are common causes of abdominal, urinary and
blood-stream infections. Although E. coli lung infections are
less common, when they do occur, they are linked with
greater risk of harm and death than other infections.

2016-2018; $137,506
University of Calgary, Calgary

Dr. Parkins’ clinic has a biobank with the largest collection of
CF E. coli, complete with detailed clinical, treatment and
outcome information. In this study, Dr. Parkins’ team will
determine 1) when, and how E. coli infections occur, 2)
whether different E. coli strands are related, which would
suggest they are passed from person to person, 3) whether
specific patient or bacterial factors are linked with either
short-term or long-term consequences of E. coli infection. The
ultimate goal of this study is to learn more about E. coli
infections so that they can be better managed.
Did you know? E. coli cause infections in 25-50% of individuals
with CF; however, very little information exists on who
develops these infections and their consequences.
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External replication of a plasma
protein bio-signature to predict
cystic
fibrosis
pulmonary
exacerbations
2015-2017; $138,962
Centre for Heart Lung
Innovation, Vancouver

People living with cystic fibrosis have lung infection flare-ups,
where their respiratory symptoms worsen (for example, they
have more trouble breathing and increased coughing). These
flare-ups are due to uncontrolled infection and inflammation
within the lungs and are harmful because they can lead to
permanent lung damage, reduced quality of life, and death.
Flare-ups are common among people with CF, yet it is hard
for doctors to predict them. Dr. Quon’s research aims to
develop a blood test that will predict which individuals with
CF are at risk of lung infection flare-ups. This will help doctors
to treat the right patients at the right time.
Did you know? One in two adults with CF will be hospitalized
each year due to a lung infection flare-up.
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Development of therapeutic
agents for Pseudomonas and
Aspergillus lung disease in cystic
fibrosis
2015-2018; $231,450
McGill University, Montreal

Lung infections can often lead to death in people with CF.
Two significant causes of lung infections in CF are the bacteria
Pseudomonas and the mold Aspergillus. These organisms
produce a thick gelatin-like slime layer that allows them to
attach to lung cells, protecting them from both antibiotics and
the person’s immune system, making them hard to kill. Dr.
Sheppard’s team has previously identified enzymes that
break apart this slime layer, thus enabling the immune
system and antibiotics to kill these organisms. In their current
work, they aim to identify combinations of these enzymes
that show the greatest ability to break apart the slime layer
produced by Pseudomonas and Aspergillus in test tubes, and
test their ability to treat mice infected with these organisms.
If successful, these therapies have a tremendous potential to
improve the lives of people living with the complications of
CF.
Did you know? Over their lifetime, the majority of people with
CF will become infected with Pseudomonas at some point, and
many will also be infected with Aspergillus.
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Investigating why some strains
of B. cepacia complex cause
severe lung infections in people
with cystic fibrosis
2014-2017; $240,945
The University of British
Columbia, Vancouver

Bacteria that belong to a group called the Burkholderia
cepacia complex are important causes of lung infection in
people with CF; however, how they cause disease is poorly
understood. Dr. Speert’s team and others have shown that
the bacteria can spread from person to person in those with
CF, and can cause devastating disease in some, but not all
who are infected. There are different kinds of Burkholderia
cepacia, with some kinds appearing to cause severe
infections, and other kinds causing less severe or trivial
infections.
Dr. Speert’s team currently aims to gain a clearer
understanding of how the kinds of Burkholderia cepacia that
cause severe disease work compared to the kinds that cause
less severe disease. They have already identified many
factors that differ between the two kinds that negatively
affect people with CF. Next, they hope to assess and confirm
the role that these factors play in human infections of
Burkholderia cepacia. The ultimate goal of their work is to
design better strategies to prevent disease caused by
Burkholderia cepacia infections in people with CF.
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Understanding the dynamic
interactions of bacteria in the CF
lung and their role in disease
progression
2014-2017; $263,592
McMaster University, Hamilton

Chronic bacterial lung infections are the leading cause of
illness and death in people with CF, with Pseudomonas
aeruginosa being the most common type of CF bacteria.
Although chronic bacterial lung infections play a central role
in CF, how bacteria cause lung infections in CF is not well
understood. Dr. Surette’s team has learned that people with
CF have many types of bacteria in the lungs, sometimes
including pathogens not usually screened for in CF (such as
the Streptococcus milleri group), and that bacteria that seem
harmless can make Pseudomonas bacterial infections much
worse.
Dr. Surette’s team currently aims to understand lung disease
in people with CF, particularly, what microbes cause lung
infection flare-ups to occur. They want to: (1) understand how
and when Pseudomonas bacteria grows in newly infected
people; (2) understand how other bacteria make
Pseudomonas bacterial infections worse; (3) use new
technologies to find out which bacterial genes change, how
this change affects the bacteria over time, and what these
changes look like in the lab. A better understanding of the
microbiology of lung infections can be used to better manage
these infections and potentially develop new therapies, such
as drugs, to treat and prevent lung infection flare-ups in
people with cystic fibrosis.
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Host-defense peptide fortified
surfactant for the treatment of
cystic fibrosis associated lung
infections
2015-2017; $147,862
Western University, London

People with CF have recurrent lung infections that contribute
to a progressive decline in lung function over time. Antibiotics
are used to treat these recurrent infections, and as a result of
constant use, many organisms within the lungs of people with
CF develop drug-resistance, and cannot be killed by
antibiotics. New therapies are urgently needed that are
capable of treating bacterial lung infections in people with CF.
One possible new therapy involves the use of host defense
peptides, which are antimicrobial agents that are part of the
body’s natural immune response. Host defense peptides are
largely free of traditional antibiotic resistance patterns.
Pulmonary surfactant, a lipid-protein mixture secreted by the
lungs, helps to spread out liquids over the lung surface, and
thus could help to deliver medications to the airways and act
as a carrier for host defense peptides. Dr. Yamashita’s team
aims to determine the effectiveness of a new host-defense
peptide fortified surfactant compound for the treatment of
bacterial lung infections associated with CF.
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Effects of a partially supervised
conditioning program in CF: an
international
multi-centre,
randomized
controlled
trial
(ACTIVATE-CF)
2014-2018; $136,230
Research Institute of the McGill
University Health Centre,
Montreal

Physical activity and exercise are important aspects of CF
care. Regular physical activity has many benefits for people
with CF, including the ability to slow the deterioration of lung
function, improve physical fitness, and enhance quality of life.
However, motivating people to be more active is challenging.
This study will investigate a 6-month exercise intervention
that aims to add at least 3 hours of vigorous activity to
people’s routine each week. They hope that this increased
activity will improve lung function, decrease anxiety and
depression, and control blood sugar. In addition, the study
will test whether improvements during the program can be
maintained over the following 6 months. The outcome of this
research has many potential benefits for people with CF,
since a successful exercise program is an intervention that
requires limited resources. This program, if shown to be
beneficial for people with CF, will be made freely available to
all CF clinics.
Did you know? This study on physical activity is international
in scope, involving people with CF from Canada, the US and
Europe.
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Metabolomics for improved
screening of cystic fibrosis:
better
diagnostics
without
carrier identification
2015-2018; $268,613
McMaster University, Hamilton

Early detection and treatment helps people with CF to live
longer, healthier lives and also reduces healthcare costs. In
every province except Quebec, newborn screening for CF is
done using a two-step approach: first, a baby is screened for
high levels of a specific protein using a dried blood spot taken
shortly after birth; and second, genetic testing is done when
high levels of the protein are found. However, this two-step
approach often identifies babies who are carriers (i.e., they
have one copy of the healthy CF gene, and one copy of the
mutated gene), and do not have CF. Another problem is that
CF represents a complex disease spectrum with some babies
showing mild or variable symptoms who have unclear clinical
prognoses. Dr. Britz-McKibbin’s research aims to discover
new markers in the blood and sweat of newborns in order to
improve the screening, diagnosis and treatment monitoring
of affected infants with CF. This way of testing is more
reflective of later clinical outcomes, thus improving the
accuracy of newborn screening, enabling better predictions
about diagnosis and future disease outcomes that reduces
parental anxiety. Using markers in babies’ blood and sweat,
rather than their genes, also avoids ethical issues associated
with widespread genetic testing in the population.
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Randomized
cross-over
physiologic study of High Flow
nasal oxygEN cannula versus
non-invasive ventilation in cystic
fibrosis. The HIFEN study
2015-2017; $97,925
St. Michael’s Hospital, Toronto

Many people with cystic fibrosis will experience periods of
difficulty breathing and will require help to breathe from an
assistive device. The most common assistive device for
breathing is a mask that covers the nose and mouth and
delivers positive pressure. However, many people find it
challenging to use the mask over long periods of time,
because it makes it hard for them to speak, eat or drink.
Another possible device to help with breathing is one that
delivers a high flow of oxygen directly through the nose. This
device is easier for people to tolerate, which means they may
be more willing and able to use it over long periods of time.
Dr. Brochard’s research aims to find out if this new device
that delivers oxygen directly through the nose works as well
as the mask in people with CF who need help breathing.
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Unraveling
the
role
of
microRNAs in intestinal cystic
fibrosis disorders
2015-2018; $301,344
Université de Montréal,
Montréal

CF can interfere with a person’s ability to digest and absorb
fat properly. People who have difficulty with fat absorption
are pancreatic insufficient. This can lead to severe
deficiencies in fat-soluble vitamins and essential fatty acids,
as well as lower energy levels, worsened lung health and
earlier death. In children and adolescents with CF, pancreatic
insufficiency can also lead to poor weight gain and growth
failure. Pancreatic insufficiency can decrease quality of life by
causing abdominal distension, discomfort, and flatulence.
Dr. Levy’s team has shown that inherent gut abnormalities,
along with inflammation interfere with fat absorption. They
hypothesize that MicroRNA molecules found in our cells
affect the way that genes impacted by CFTR mutations are
expressed in the gut, leading to gut disorders. Dr. Levy’s team
is working to better understand how MicroRNA works to
learn more about what causes pancreatic insufficiency,
screening and treatment to restore normal intestinal function
in people with CF.
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Toward a better understanding
of cystic fibrosis bone disease:
Role of CFTR
2015-2017; $222,563
CHU Sainte-Justine Research
Center, Montreal
Early Career Investigator Award

Emerging health complications can make things worse for
people with CF, and one common complication is bone
disease. Fractures, especially in bones in the chest area, are a
serious problem for people with CF, because they affect their
ability to perform cough and chest clapping therapy, which
they need to do on a regular basis to clear their lungs of
mucus. This leads to more difficulty breathing, and can cause
their CF to get worse more quickly. There is minimal
information on the cause of bone disease in people with CF,
and the role of the defective CFTR gene is unclear. Dr.
Mailhot’s team aims to find out whether the defective CFTR
gene causes CF bone disease. They will use mice that are
missing the CFTR gene only in bone-forming cells and will
investigate bone metabolism, quantity and quality. Through
this work, they hope to uncover the causes of CF bone
disease, inform better treatment modalities, and minimize
the risk of fractures to enhance quality of life.
Did you know? Bone disease strikes approximately two-thirds
of people with CF, no matter their age.
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Evaluating LCI to monitor
treatment
response
for
pulmonary exacerbations
2016-2019; $257,264
The Hospital for Sick Children,
Toronto

Severe lung infection flare-ups are well known to have longlasting effects on people with CF; however, the effects of
milder episodes, which occur more often, are not as well
known. In people with milder lung infection flare-ups, lung
function measured with current technologies is often normal,
even though the person’s symptoms worsen. It would be
helpful to have a better test to measure lung function, in
order to identify when people experiencing milder lung
infection flare-ups should get treatment.
The lung clearance index (LCI) is a test that measures how
well gas is cleared from the lungs, and it is better than current
lung function tests at identifying early lung changes in people
with CF. Dr. Ratjen’s team proposes that the LCI test will also
be able to detect worsening of lung function during milder
flare-ups. They are studying whether LCI readings tend to get
worse when symptoms worsen, and whether they improve
with antibiotic treatment. The ultimate goal of this study is to
develop a test for lung function that can be used with all CF
patients that will better identify periods of worsening than
current tests, so that people can be treated to avoid longterm lung damage.
Did you know? Dr. Ratjen’s team recently used the LCI with
children with CF between 3-6 years old, over the course of a
year, and found that children with lung infection flare-ups
showed greater changes in LCI values compared to patients
who were not sick. This indicates that the LCI works well
when used with children.
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Narrowing the gender gap:
Modulating estrogen / IL-17
signaling to control Th17 cells
and neutrophil extracellular
traps in the cystic fibrosis lung
2015-2018; $372,925
The Hospital for Sick Children,
Toronto

Females with CF get sicker sooner and die 8 years earlier than
males. Currently, no one knows why this gender gap exists;
however, estrogen seems to be involved, with higher levels of
estrogen being linked to flare-ups of inflammation in the
lungs. Although the exact reasons for the link between
estrogen and lung inflammation are not known, it may be
related to estrogen’s effects on white blood cells. Two kinds
of white blood cells, called T cells and neutrophils, signal each
other and produce substances that stimulate CF airway
inflammation. Estrogen seems to increase the production of
these substances in the airways of people with CF. Chronic
oral steroid use to treat these flare-ups of lung inflammation
causes intolerable long-term side effects. Dr. Sweezey’s team
is seeking to determine which currently available drugs could
be used to reduce the inflammation without causing bad side
effects. This work seeks to narrow the CF gender gap by
improving outcomes for females with CF.
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Determining the link between
the inflammatory molecule YKL40 and the clinical evolution of
CF and CFRD
2014-2017; $243,957
Université de Montréal,
Montréal

There are a number of different theories about how CF lung
disease occurs. Growing evidence suggests that a reduction
in liquid on the surface of the lungs is the first thing to go
wrong, leading to a series of complex events, a buildup of
mucus in the lungs, chronic infection, heightened
inflammatory response, tissue destruction, and lung failure.
Dr. Berthiaume’s team has identified a new inflammatory
molecule, YKL-40. High levels of YKL-40 are found in CF cells
that line the lungs and other parts of the body. They also
found that YKL-40 is present in higher concentrations in the
blood of people with CF who have abnormal blood glucose
levels. High levels of YKL-40 in the blood can predict
inflammatory diseases and diabetes, and for this reason, Dr.
Berthiaume’s team is interested in exploring its potential role
in CF.
Dr. Berthiaume’s team believes that YKL-40 could play an
important role in both signalling the body’s immune response
and in diabetes in CF. They will attempt to: (1) identify what
leads to higher levels of YKL-40 in CF cells; (2) explore how
YKL-40 might be involved in the inflammatory response and
insulin resistance associated with CF diabetes; (3) determine,
using CF patients, how YKL-40 influences the progression of
CF disease.
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Relevance of 1h plasma glucose
and insulin to identify adult CF
patients at risk for diabetes as
well as rapid pulmonary and
nutritional decline
2014-2017; $114,819
IRCM, Montreal

Studying the effect of soluble
fiber to reduce post-prandial
glycemic excursion in adults
with CF
2016-2019; $197,666
IRCM, Montreal

People with CF are living longer, resulting in more people with
CF developing CF-related diabetes (CFRD). CFRD is associated
with a higher risk for more rapid weight loss and/or lung
function deterioration. The test currently used to screen for,
and monitor CFRD is based on a test that was developed for
people with type 2 diabetes (the Oral Glucose Tolerance Test)
and this test is aimed primarily at predicting the risk for eye
problems. For people with CF, it would be more useful to
have a test that predicted weight and lung function, rather
than eye problems. Recent research shows that higher blood
sugar levels are linked to lower levels of lung function in
children with CF. Dr. Rabasa-Lhoret’s team is studying plasma
insulin (the hormone that regulates blood sugar) levels and
blood sugar levels in adults with CF to find out if they can be
used to predict weight and lung function. Exploring the
potential of using plasma insulin levels and blood sugar levels
to screen for, and monitor, CFRD could reduce the need to
rely on previous testing methods, and provide more accurate
predictions of disease progression for people with CF.

Cystic fibrosis-related diabetes (CFRD) has become more
common now that people with CF are living longer. CFRD is
associated with negative outcomes, such as a drop in weight
and lung function. Currently, the only recommended
treatment for CFRD is taking insulin, which is an additional
burden on top of numerous other CF treatments.
Dr. Rabasa-Lhoret’s team is studying ways to reduce the risk
of CFRD and the need to take insulin. They have found that
people with CF who are not yet diabetic have higher blood
sugar after meals, which is a problem because it can decrease
lung function and increase the risk of developing CFRD. Dr.
Rabasa-Lhoret’s team is testing whether taking a dietary fiber
supplement (such as Metamucil) with meals will reduce blood
sugar after meals in people with CF. If this strategy of taking a
fiber supplement with meals works, they aim to combine it
with exercise training to delay CFRD onset and possibly also
improve lung function.
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Improving CF lung disease
through pH-mediated correction
of
immune
functions
of
neutrophils
2016-2019; $318,764
The Hospital for Sick Children,
Toronto

In people with CF, harmful bacteria remain in the lungs,
despite the presence of white blood cells, which would
normally kill the bacteria. One way that white blood cells kill
bacteria is by casting neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs)
made of DNA and bacteria-killing proteins. However, in
addition to attacking bacteria, NETs also attack the lungs;
therefore, too many NETs gradually destroy the lungs,
eventually killing the person.
Dr. Palaniyar’s team is working on finding ways to improve
the function of NETs, to increase the ability of the body to
fight bacterial infections and reduce the lung damage
caused by inflammation.
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Understanding antibiotic
resistance in Pseudomonas
aeruginosa
2014-2017; $249,517
Queen’s University, Kingston

Lung infections caused by the bacterium Pseudomonas
aeruginosa contribute to the death of many individuals with
cystic fibrosis. Pseudomonas bacteria are innately antibiotic
resistant, and also often develop antibiotic resistance when
a person is taking antibiotics. One group of antibiotics often
used to treat Pseudomonas lung infections in individuals with
CF
is
aminoglycosides;
however,
resistance
to
aminoglycoside antibiotics is an increasing problem.
Resistance to aminoglycosides in the lungs of individuals
with CF occurs when the bacterium’s genes mutate,
improving its ability to fight off aminoglycosides. Recent
evidence suggests that chronic lung inflammation in CF
encourages these mutations in Pseudomonas, making the
bacterium resistant to aminoglycosides. Dr. Poole’s team
aims to learn about these mutations in detail, including how
inflammation drives their development and how they
promote aminoglycoside resistance. Ultimately, their goal is
to minimize the development of aminoglycoside-resistant
Pseudomonas bacteria in the lungs of individuals with CF, by
blocking the effects of these mutations.
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Unravelling the complexity of IL-6
signaling in CF lung disease
2016-2019; $260,118
McGill University, Montreal

Inflammation is a major cause of illness and death in people
with CF. Decreased lung inflammation is linked to increased
lung function, so targeting inflammation is a valid
therapeutic goal, but new treatments are needed. Dr.
Rousseau’s team has found that lung cells from people with
CF show an over-activation of signals leading to
inflammation. However, while activation of some of these
signals leads to destructive inflammation, others are
essential for the body’s immune system. The challenge is to
target the destructive signals, while leaving the essential
immune system signals intact.
Dr. Rousseau’s team has discovered a signalling pathway in
people with CF experiencing lung infection flare-ups that
could be linked to destructive inflammation (IL-6 transsignalling). Their current work will investigate 1) IL-6 transsignalling’s role in driving excessive inflammation, and 2)
understand how this pathway is regulated. There are clinical
trials that are already testing drugs that target this pathway.
If Dr. Rousseau’s team finds that IL-6 trans-signalling
pathway is important to the loss of lung function, their work
could be quickly translated to have an impact on patient
care.
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Discovery
of
new
antiinflammatory therapies for cystic
fibrosis empowered by enhanced
understanding
of
the
mechanisms of lung-damaging
inflammation
2015-2018; $264,150
The University of British
Columbia, Vancouver

Lung disease, caused by lung infections and inflammation, is
the leading cause of sickness and death in people with CF.
Treating lung inflammation has the potential to substantially
improve the lung function and overall health of people with
CF.
Dr. Turvey’s team has been working to understanding the
causes of damaging lung inflammation in people with CF
since 2007. They have identified an alarm system used by
the body’s immune system, the Toll-like receptor (TLR)
system, which contributes to lung inflammation in people
with CF. They have also discovered two possible compounds
for turning off this damaging TLR process: 1) a molecule
called girolline, and 2) a new nanoparticle. Dr. Turvey’s team
is working towards the ultimate goal of developing new
medications to safely reduce damaging inflammation in the
lungs of people with CF, leading to better lung function and
overall health, and increased life expectancy.
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Conducting
a
randomized
controlled trial of prednisone in
cystic fibrosis (CF) pulmonary
exacerbations (PIPE Study)
2016-2019; $356,419
The Hospital for Sick Children,
Toronto

Most people with CF die of lung failure. The biggest cause of
lung failure is lung infection flare-ups. Even with antibiotic
treatment, 1/4 to 1/3 of people will not recover their lung
function after a flare-up, probably because lung infection
flare-ups increase lung inflammation. Prednisone is a drug
used to treat inflammation. Dr. Water’s team is doing a
clinical trial to test whether giving Prednisone by mouth
(along with antibiotics) for 7 days to people with CF who
don’t respond to typical antibiotic treatment during a lung
infection flare-up will help them to regain their lung
function. The ultimate goal of this study is to improve lung
health and prolong survival for people with CF.
Did you know? Over half of lung function decline occurring
over the lifetime of a person with CF is due to lung infection
flare-ups.
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Individualizing
therapy

cystic

fibrosis

2016-2019; $320,951
The Hospital for Sick Children,
Toronto

Dr. Bear’s team aims to develop a clinical trial in a dish that
will make it possible to choose the best drugs for every CF
patient. This will enable personalized medicine for CF,
ensuring that people receive the drugs that work best for
them. This is necessary because drugs work differently in
different people – some drugs are effective for some
individuals, and ineffective for others. Ideally, researchers
need to compare how new drugs perform relative to existing
drugs (such as ORKAMBI®) on lung tissues from each
patient in the lab before long-term clinical trials, because
they know that individual patients respond differently.
An example of the need for personalized medicine comes
from clinical trials on ORKAMBI®. ORKAMBI® is a drug that
targets and partially repairs the basic defects caused by the
F508del mutation in the CF gene. However, ORKAMBI® does
not work in everyone, as 1/3 of patients tested did not
respond at all. Basic researchers, including Dr. Bear’s team
and pharmaceutical companies, are working to develop
better drugs that target this mutation, but this is difficult
because of the lack of patient-derived tissues for drug
testing. The approach taken by Dr. Bear’s team of using a
clinical trial in the dish gets around this problem, enabling
individual drug responses to be tested in the lab.
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Understanding
the
genetic
epidemiology of cystic fibrosis
2016-2019; $361,713
The Hospital for Sick Children,
Toronto
2016 Senior Scientist Awardee

Individuals with CF can have different disease courses; for
example, some do not respond to certain CFTR-targeting
drugs, while others develop CF-related diabetes (CFRD).
Modifier genes are non-CFTR genes that help to explain
these differences.
Dr. Strug’s team is identifying modifier genes that play a role
in CF, as well as working on using modifier genes to explain
why some people show little improvement in lung function
with drugs like Kalydeco® and Orkambi®. They also aim to
find ways to use modifier genes to predict at age two, who
will develop CF-Related Diabetes. The discovery of the
effects of modifier genes enables personalized approaches
to CF treatment. Identifying additional genes will lead to
more personalized treatment options.
Did you know? A modifier gene is a gene that influences the
expression of another gene. For example, a person might
have one gene that determines their hair colour (e.g., red),
but another gene affects the shade of that colour (e.g.,
darker red vs. lighter red).
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Matched Funding Programs involve partnerships whereby Cystic Fibrosis Canada’s investment is
matched by the host institution.

2013-2017; $250,000
Cystic Fibrosis
$250,000

Canada’s

Contribution

2013-2017:

Total Grant: $500,000
This grant will enable Dr. Quon to establish an independent
and innovative research program that will directly impact the
care and health outcomes of patients with CF.

2014-2017; $501,000
Cystic Fibrosis
$501,000

Canada’s

Contribution:

2014-2017:

Total Grant: $1,000,000
As more and more CF patients reach adulthood, there are
new challenges in care, treatment, and the research focus of
this disease, including many more patients at adult CF
clinics, and a host of quality of life issues. To address these
critical new challenges facing Canadian CF patient, Cystic
Fibrosis Canada and the St. Michael’s Hospital Foundation in
Toronto have partnered to create Canada’s first-ever Cystic
Fibrosis Canada Chair in Adult Cystic Fibrosis Research. This
position will enable Dr. Elizabeth Tullis to conduct research
that positively impacts the health outcomes of CF patients.
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In collaboration with the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR), Cystic Fibrosis Canada has
leveraged a $200,000 investment to more than $18.6 million in additional funding to CF-related
research.

2013-2018: $100,000
Cystic Fibrosis
$100,000

Canada’s

Contribution

2013-2018:

Total Grant: $13,850,000
The Canadian National Transplant Research Program
(CNTRP), led by Dr. Lori West, is a nationwide initiative,
bringing together 105 investigators and 86 collaborators
who are interested in promoting/increasing organ and
tissue donation as well as enhancing the survival and
quality of life of Canadians who receive transplants.
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Core facilities are integral to CF research in Canada and are funded by Cystic Fibrosis Canada on an
annual basis.

Principal Investigator: John Hanrahan

Director: Renaud Robert
2015-2016 commitment: $75,000

The Primary Airway Cell Biobank (PACB) is a
nationwide resource of high-quality lung cells
for Canadian CF researchers.
Lung cells are essential to CF research, since
before any new therapy is approved for use
with people in clinical trials, its’ effectiveness
must be demonstrated using cells in the lab.
Cells isolated from the lungs of people with CF
are the gold standard, since these behave
similarly to cells located within the lungs of CF
patients.
The PACB makes these gold standard lung
cells isolated from people with CF available to
the CF research community at cost. These
cells serve as an invaluable tool in research to
enhance the current understanding of CF and
to develop new drugs to fight the disease.
For more information on the Primary Airway
Cell Biobank, please visit our website or the
PACB website.
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Launched in 1994; funded by Cystic Fibrosis
Canada since 2001
2016-2017 commitment: $60,000
Director: David Speert

Burkholderia cepacia complex (BCC) is a group
of bacteria that infect the lungs of some
people with CF. BCC infections can be severe
and difficult to treat because they are often
resistant to antibiotics. They can also spread
easily among people with CF.
The Canadian Burkholderia cepacia Complex
Research and Referral Repository offers
expert BCC species identification and strain
typing services to all CF clinics across the
country. This way, CF clinics can gain
information to inform patient treatment
decisions. As more CF clinics in Canada use
the resource to identify BCC in their patient
populations, the CBCCRRR will be able to
recognize shifts in the prevalence of BCC
infections and to alert clinics of possible
outbreaks so that they can act quickly.
Along with helping clinics, the Repository
serves an important function for the CF
research community by archiving BCC isolates
obtained from CF patients.
To date, the Repository has collected 2,500
isolates, all of which have been de-identified
to protect patient information. CF researchers
may request these isolates for studies to gain
a better understanding of BCC infection and
to investigate potential treatments. To learn
more about the facility and its services, please
visit our website or the CBCCRRR website.
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